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Activities Office in
the StudentUnionor
at the Business
Building no later than
Wednesday,March 17,
at 7 p.m, Each partici·
pant shouldprepare a 10·
'minute comedy routine for
the competition.
TheMarch 18 showis open
to the public. For more infor·
mation, call 426-4636:
"South Park" marathon '
to take place at Boise
, State Boise State features
women in cinemafilm
series in MarchThe BoiseState University
Student ProgramsBoard come-
dy committee will host a "South The Boise State University
Park" marathon on Thursday, Student Progra'msBoard will
March4, at 8:30 p.m. Theevent feature the film series ''Women
is free and will be at the in Cinema"duringMarchaspart
Firep~aceLounge in the Boise of its annual SpringFilm Series.
. State Student Union. All March films begin at 7:30
"South Park" is an animat· p.m, in the BoiseState Special
ed television comedy that has . Events Center. Tickets cost $1
gained huge popularity in the for BoiseState students,faculty
. past few seasons. Throughout and staff and $2 for the general
the evening, there will be public. Call 426-4636 or m
"South Park" trivia contestsand 426·1024for more information.
prizes. Come join Kenny, Eric The following films are sched·
and their friends for a night uled:
filled with laughter and fun. Tuesday, .March 2-Union
Call 426·4636for more informa-Maids. This film by Julia
tion. Reichert focuseson the 1930s,
a landmark period for the
American labor movement It is
the story of three women who
lived the history.
Tuesday, March 9-The
Women of Summer. This docu-
mentary by Suzanne Bauman
The Boise State University and Rita Heller captures a his-
Student Programs Board will toric movement when femi-
give studentsa chanceto enter- nists, unionists and educators
tain during its semiannual cametogether to pursuea com-
"OpenMic. Night" beginningat monsocial ideal. The Womenof
7:30 p.m. Thursday,March 18, Summer details the story of
at Chaffee Hall Lounge.' class and race uniting on the
Admission is free, but commongoalsof education and
g: spate is limited. social justice.
~ ,All BoiseState students Tuesday, March 16-
~ are invited to compete. Privilege. This film, directed by
~ The fast place prize is YevonneRainer, is a genuinely
~ $200, the second place subversive movie about
~ prize is $150, and the third menopause.
li:i place prize ". is $75. Tuesday,March 16-Stolen
~ Interested students can Moments. This film byMargaret
~" sign up at .the' 'Student' weScott" creates a' panoramic'
Student Programs will
sponsor amateur open
mic night
newsbucket
view of lesbianhistory and cuI·
ture. From Sappho's lyrical
poems in ancient Greece to
18th century life along the
misty canals of Amsterdam,
from Gertrude Stein's Parisian
salon to the wild cabarets of
prewar Berlin.
Free tax-filing
assistance for low-
income taxpayers in
the Treasure Valley
Nampasite, no appointment is
necessary.
Taxpayersshould bring the
state and federal tax packets
they received in the mail, along
with W·2 wage and earnings
statements from employers,
Form 1099 interest statements
from banks, a copy of last
year's return if possible, and
any other relevant information
on income and expenses.
The VITA program is
designed mainly to help low
.income, elderly, non-English·
speaking, .and disadvantaged
taxpayerswho cannot afford to
hire a professional tax prepar-
er. VITA sites are located
throughout Idaho. For more
information or to find our near-
est free tax assistancesite, call
1-800-972·7660 toll free or
(208)334·7660.
Freetax return preparation
for low-incometaxpayersin the
Treasure Valley is available
from voiunteers trained by the
Internal RevenueService and
the Idaho State Tax
,Commission, the Idaho State
TaxCommissionannounced.
Volunteer Income Tax
The BoiseState University Assistance (VITA) volunteers
StudentProgramsBoardandthe will bestationedat 16different
Department of Sociology will sites throughout the Treasure
host a free lecture by professor ' Valley through April 15. Many
Patricia Hill Collins at 6 p.m. locationsoffer electronic filing
.Thursday, March 4, in the for faster refunds, and some
Student UnionJordanBallroom. are equipped with Spanish-
Collins will speak, on "Black speakingvolunteers. Exceptfor
FeminismRevisited: Issuesand the
Challenges."
Collinsis the CharlesPhelps
Professorof Sociologyand
member of· the
department
of African·
American
Studies at
the
Universityof
Cincinnati. She
is the author of .
Black . Feminist
Thought:
Knowledge,
Consciousness, and
the Politics of
Empowerment, which
was Widely regarded
as a groundbreaking
effort in feminist
sociological'theory.
Her work centers
on gender, race
and class as
"interlocking sys-
terns of oppression"and
the important insights into
the nature of contemporary
society that African-
American women have to.
offer as a result For more
information, call 426·4636.
Boise State features
black feminist scholar
Patricia HillCollins
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Traffic violators beware:
police patrolling University heavily this week
KeUyMillington TeaI ----.., Withthe largenumberof
I:lIitor inChief I pedestrianson campus,
Herrity worries about
Speeding down University someonegettinghit.Street and refusing to stopfor pedestrians t~is week
won't payoff. The Selective
Traffic Enforcement Programs
(STEP)for the AdaCountySheriff
andthe BoisePolicedepartments
will patrol in' full force from
Broadwayto Capitol.
"Sooner or later somebody's
going to get hurt," saysDeputy
Dan Herrity withBSU Campus
Security."Wedecidedwe should
do something[about the traffic]
sooner."
Herrity sayshe caughtthree
driversspeeding20mphoverthe
limit lastweek.UniversityDrive's
'speed limit remainsat 25 mph.
"Sooner or later
somebody's going
to get hurt."-
Deputy Dan Herrity
with BSUCampus
Security.
"Peoplestart to stepout •.•
the car slamson its brakesand
youhavenear-rearendcollisions
. • . Pedestrianshave to give
motoristsa little advancewarn-
ing • . . Andwhenyoutakea look,
at the stoppingdistance,it's not
muc~.Reallyall the humanbody
,canhandleis 16milesper hour."
No pedestrian injuries or
fatalitieshaveoccurredthisyear,
but Herrity sees the increased
traffic enforcement as a big
waming to people who like to ... '
speeddownUniversity. '- , " ... ,
The Sheriffis office also .~ ~B~)A",~
plans to have the Ada County -:
HighwayDistrict (ACHD)inspect t:
visionobstructionsupanddown ~
University Drive. Herrity says '!
because of increased enroll- •• •
ment the number of cars on On-campus speeders WlII see the hght lf cops catch
camp~s'continues to rise. This them over the next fe,w days.
meanspeopleparkcloseto cross- parkingareasby the crosswalks." Herrity explains officers
walks, making it difficult for He knowsthis will eliminate alwayspatrolUniversityDriveand
pedestriansandmotoriststo see several parking spots on will continueto do soat random,
oneanother.Herritywouldlike to UniversityDrive, but feels.safety not necessarilynotifying the stu-
see the ACHD"increasethe no- shouldcomefirst. dent paperor the university.
Web site offers chance to make money for taking notes
JessiLoercbu-________ dents to cheaplyobtain dents that' visit the site means arisesStudy24·7 tries to moti· tures halls in which classesare
NewsFAlitor I notes for missedclass- moremoneyfor the note taker. vate its note takers to do bet- scheduled.
----- es. According to a press ter. Maser insists that nothing
Anew Internet service Students earn money in a releasefrom Study24·7 a good Dueto earningsdepending can replacea professorand theoffers college students profit sharing arrangement note taker who regularly pub· upon number of visitors, tee- classroomexperience. He saysthe chance to make with the company.Each time lishes his/her notes can make ture classespresent the best ,notes should only be used for
moneyarid study on-line. Study up to $1,500per semester. opportunity for moneymaking. reference, not as an excuse to
24-7, located at Maser insists that Students who wish to , Dan' Morris, communication skip class. He adds that work·
http://www.study24·7.com. nothing can becometake part in the oppor- professor, points out that at ing as a note taker for a small
provides an interactive web replace a tunity must first apply via an BSUfew classestake place in coursemaybring in lesscapital
site with class notes, study online form. Amaximumof two overall, but that the site offers
chat rooms and discussion professor and the students may be note-takers Study 24.7 gives more than a chance to earn
groups. The program went classroom per class.Thosewith the high- , money.Hesayssomenote tak-
online Jan. 18. '. experience. He est GPAare admitted to the students the' ers use Study 24·7 to enhance
Study 24·7 gives students says notes should program. If only one student opportunity to their classroom learning as a
the opportunity to makemoney applies for the position they method of studying.
by posting notes they take in only be used for gainautomatic acceptance. ' make money by 'We are excited to provide
class. Students enrolled in the reference, not as The site gives extensive posting notes they college studentswith the ulti·
same course can then access an excuse to skip instruction on how to make take in class.. mate online, interactive
the information, either to class. notes most presentable and studyingexperience,while fi,
catch up for missed classesor usable. The company's main giving them the oppornm- ~
to supplement their current computer system monitors large lecture situations. He ty to ,earn more money ~
notes. someone visits Study 24-7, pagesand alerts employeesif believes that such a program than they could make at •
Brian Maser and Craig advertisementsflashacrossthe note takersdon't regularlypost may not catch on in smaller an unfulfilling part-time ~
Green, both recent college upper portion of the screen. information. ' universities where professors job, and they never have ~
graduates, created the site. Students share the proceeds, Also, employees review notice each time a student "is to sacrifice their impor- -<
During their years in' school up to 50 percent, from each the sites for content aswell as gone,makingattendancevital. tant educational responsi- ~
they noticed a need for stu- advertisement. The more stu- postingfrequency.If a problem BSU,offers .only 13 larg~ tec-. ' biLities,II saysGreen. ' :8:
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states the'crisis arid that hisresearch is nowoutdated.
Bakersays the schco; system is in denial and that offi·
cials believe theY-have solved the problem when in truth
they have' hardly begun.. He makes the analogy of driving
from New Yorkto Reno, and believing you have reached
Renoas soon as you get settled in the car.
. Baker adds that while the response from many edaca-
tors has' been negative, the Hispanicsin Nampa thank him.
They told him, "ThankGodyou are white-they don't listen
to us."
Throughout his study Baker saw many young, talented
students who were also' Hispanic. Manyof them fel~ com-
pletely alienated from school. Bakercalls it, "Acrime 'anda
shame" to see them drop out of school.
He points oufthat the adult world prefers at least a ~
minimal college education and that many Nampa Latinos~
. aren't even finishinghigh school. -:
. Baker was disappointed to' have a year-and·a·half of ~
research fall on deaf ears. Heremarks that even though the ~
district says it has curbed the drop-out rate, administrators ~
are supplyingno proof to back up their clai~s.·· Baker says it's a "crime and a shame" that a large
Baker's book can be purchased at the BSUBooksto!e number of Hispanic students drop out of Nampa
and will eventually be available in the library as well. schools. .' ,
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Sociology prof's book on .Lattno
students arouses controversy
•. We'vegot yo. WeefVeftdlll
Monday "':'"Monday Mug Night" purchase a Joe's Collector mug
. for $5. It comes filled and refillsare only $.75 everyMondaynight!
Tuesday- "Tuesday Wing Night" From 4:30-10:0Opm get
Boise's Best hot wings for only $.15 each!!
Wednesday- "Ladies Night" @ Sixth&Main. No cover ~or ladies ~d
$1.00 wine, well drinks. $1.00 drafts for guys and ladles.
Live music from Boise's Best "R&B/Dance" Band "The Club".
Jessi Loercb. -'--_
NewstjJjlor 1
'The question Richard Baker sought to answer was
.wheth~r Hispani~'students in Idaho receive as good.an
. . education as theIr Anglocounterparts. Baker,a sodol-
ogyprofessor, spent over a year in CanyonCounty talking.
with 275 Hispanic parents.He discovered the number one
concern was their children's low gra.duation rate. He also'
realized he needed to conduct a study to find where the
problems lay. .
. Baker's new book Mexican American Students; A Study
0/ E9ucationally Discounted Youth, explores how well the
needs of Latino youth are being met in the Nampa School
District. H~·discovered that a huge perceiitage of the stu- .:
.-dents were dropping out, many before they even reached
high schOQI.That crop-out rate.climbed to 41 percent.
Baker foundthat educators in the district were not pre-
pared to workwith minority students and that, in fact, many
.of the young people developed intensely negative attitudes
to school before finishing junior high. '
Baker's book received heavy criticism immediately
after being released. Opponents charged that- Baker over-
..
"oJ·
Math students seek code
to starting new Club
TrisbaBennetl I
Nelsiliter .
T
he field of cryptology has garnered so much interest that some students are try'
ing to organize a cryptology club. Cryptology is the science of creating a com·
plex set of codes to protect security. Mathematics professor Marion Scheepers
will serVe as adviser; but he also teaches a new course on the subject.
Scheepers says, "There is a lot more to cryptology then we can do in class, so
[students] want to pursue this outside."
The group met on Feb. 22 to organize a constitution.
Banks use cryptology for items such as personal identification numbers at ATMs.
Cryptology can also be found on the Internet and in cable television. In class,
Schee~rs separates students into three groups: the bank, the merchant and the con·
sumer.
The bank maintains accounts and coins electronic money. The merchant elec·
tronically encodes pictures, then sells the keys to unscramble them, much like cable
television. The consumer buys pictures, or attempts to break the codes and get them
for free, investigating how tools of cryptology can be used to prevent cheating.
Each group aims to cheat. That way they challenge one"another to improve their
methods and "keep communication secure in a world of adversaries, " says Scheepers.
Joe'.s serves b.reakfast on Friday & Saturday from llpm - 4am. Scheepers became involved in cryptology because of:game theory; concerns over
resources such as memory were not present. However{cryptology "takes into accoun~
0.. limited resources," he explains. .
7tJe~ .A1DIl .lJJ1[)fl@Jrll(f;lllI111 @rrflnn Scheepers posts final exams for this dass on thelntemet.ln true cryptological
. 599Main Street *..Bolse~·Idaho 8~ 702, fashion, in order to retrieve their grades; students must first dedpher individualized
'. (208) .544-4146 cryptographic· keys to crack the code, enabling them to discover their score. If they
L-~-":----~,.-:-,(.-:-,~....~:~-:-!.:-..,;.-. ....; .•-.. i-:-~-._....._,.":'.. 7,.,-:. :':-:,'7:~-i -:-:"-:"':-'::-'~:-" "":';.-=-: :-:.• -~-:-.~.I~~e~k.someone else's code, they receive extra points •
Thursday - The"B.U.G.S." are coming to Sixth&Main. Boise's
Ultimate Game Show. Compete each week at many different
linked games and trivia games for cash and prizes.
$1.50 160z drafts 7-12pm and dancingti1l2am!
Friday - "Friday Night Live" Join K-106 from 5:30-7:3Opm with $1.50
wells and drafts and $2.06 appetizers. The Club takes the
stage from 6:30-8:30. Stay all night as we party until 4:00am! ! .
.Saturday - Sixth&Main is open at 8:3Opm~·No cover 'til 9:00 and
dance to Boise's best sound and light system until 4:00am!
-"-~.;.I
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Letters to the Editor
fortable with their own bodies,
and who liberate themselves to
revel in a lifelong celebration of
healthy, unrepressedhumansex-
uality (the yin and the yang).
You've come a long way, Baby.
Don't turn backthe clock on your
sisters of the 60s and 70s who
sacrificed so much to get you
'where you're at today.
For thoseof you short-sight-
ed adherents of some buffoon's
ideal of political correctness,the
woman on the cover of The
Arbiter is neither exploited nor
made into a sexual object. So
read Orwell's 1984 and Lewis's
Elmer Gantry, call off your
thought police and femi-nazis,
and learn how to live in the big
world of open-minded exchange
of ideas (the coll~e experience).
This whole episode reminds me
of two years ago when the stu-
dent newspaper at Brigham
YoungUniversity ran a front-page
cover featuring a shapelywoman
in a mini-skirt. The thought
police moved en masse, much
like a witch-hunt, and recovered
nearly all of the 15,000 or so
issuesof that tome-and burned
them.
Most hardcore "feminists" I think I speak for those on
I've met don't really seemto, like campus intellectual enough to
themselves,let alonewomenwho appreciate the piece and not be
put out the effort to look asgood offended by it when I tell the
asPamAndersondoes. Couldjeal- religious fanatics bent on sup-
ousy bean issue here? If you fit pressingour right to free enquiry
this category,work on perfecting that we· will not tolerate your
the four centers of your human intolerance-especially if you
beauty (mental, physical, emo- infringe'on our right to demanda
tional, and spiritual) on the student newspaper that does
female side of the spectrum. But operate within the parametersof
youhaveto go to the gym, get on the First Amendmentto give
a bike, pickup a tennis racket, or , uswhat we want to see. .fl
squeezeinto your swimmingsuit Once again, kudos to ~
to work on the second point of you for printing the piece. fi)..,
convergence.So. get off your fat Noapologyrequired. •
~at couch potato 2"
00 ,an J e real feminists Wolf von'~offman, senior ~
who attempt to perfect their English/WritingEmphasis ~
physical selves along with the
other three centers, andare com-
casesof child molestation.
I would like to addressthose
e cover page radical "feminists" who are rats-
ngratu- ing suchan outcry to this tasteful
alistic piece of artistry. Feminism is
oca- basedupon the emancipation of
la women.It is a belief in the social,
of political, and economic equality
of the sexes.Sowhy, then, don't
you femi-nazis acknowledgeyour
ownsexualityandunshackleyour-
selvesfrom the Victorian Era ball
. and chain of self-repression?
Could it be that you're ashamed
r of your own bodies?Is the shame
so great that you close your eyes
andhavesexin the darkwith YO!Jr
otheson?
eman
ofwo
is a b
the s
politic
_econ
equali
these
pi
woma
flaunt wha
of the femin
cover in question
rary masterpiece.
It's difficult for this inquiring
student to understandwhy any
adult-especially an educated
one-would take offense to the
female form rendered as the
focusof a workof artistic expres-
sion.That'stantamountto recall-
ing the GrandInquisitorsto con-
duct a latter-day Inquisition.
Michelangeloor Leonardowould
be offended. Granted, the
Mormon Belt consists of Idaho,
.§:.*'::~N .
Utah, and A "P it kind of
eminds lble Belt. But
u moralists and
censors have no
the rest of us
dcan't, look at.
and actions hark
Her piercing
re and
sical beauty
wa daring'
deaf
femininity which
is compellingly
strong and
assertive.
ession breeds perversion;
perhaps that is why Utah and
Idahocurr~ntly lead the nation in
7__ f'"
,
(
...;
opinion.
.who disapprovedo not realize that Native Americans'spiritual under- keep our life on track. Nati~e
beadWorkis not just costumejewel- . standing parallels the Ten Americansshould be allowed the
ry; it symbolizesworship. Commandments.ThesesameGodly samereligious freedom.to worship
Native American beadwork principles are eXpressedin Nati~e astheir consciencedictates, that is
expresses Ita language without culture by carrying or wearing . accordedto other UnitedStatescit- .
DearDoreen, words." It is a reminder of our reli- beadworkandbyactingon the spiro izens. They should be allowed to
( gious responsibility to the Creator. itual beliefs they ..represent. God' express themselves in the' "Ian·
My thanks and compliments to Othercultures,world wide, usesim· has specific ways He wants to be guageof beads"without the harass-
you for the article you wrote about i1ar spiritual symbols to express worshipped,wayswhich are inter· ment and discrimination pr.esently
Pat Bieter and my sister Eloise. It their faith. Parallelsmay be found preted differently in different cui· encountered on the Bois~ State
wassucha beautiful tribute to them in the Catholic rosary, the Tibetan tures, The languageof stone and campus.
and a specialmemorial for the fam· prayerwheel and the Jewishprayer bone has stood the test of' time Howwouldyou feel if youwere
i1y.I havealready sent copiesto fifo mantle. Beadworkis one of many becauseit deliverspowerful uader- . told to giveup'your religio
teen family who were unable to meansof remindingourselvesof our lying messagesor respect for the a new one, whe
come and am getting more to send commitinent to God. . Creator. Without principles and. heart what .
, to friends here and abroad. I don't However, on the Boise State ethics, as embodiedby our native when you
knowwho to thank for the coverbut campus we Native Americans are ".beadwork,our soulsremain in ~pir· conseque
I thank you all for this beautiful not free to expressour religiousval· itual disharmony;they suffer from·
tribute. uesandtruths throughthe materials 'the lack of visible reminder of our
I am a BSUretiree and know nature provides-humble bone.imd relationshipwith God•.
how important The Arbiter hasbeen beadsof stone.We are admonished In our fast-paced world, we
over the years.. 1:was secretary to . to hide the beadswe wear, to aban- often have only few and fleeting
Dr. John Keiserand loved interac· don our Native time time·keeping contacts with our fellow human
tion with your very gifted and ere- tools and to practice our ethicsonly beings. Without the time to cem-
ative staff over manyyears. at church. menicate meaningfully, we must.
Mythanksto you all, especially Historically, Native Americans rely on symbols,suchasbeadwork,
Doreen. were strippedof their cultural iden- to convey our spiritual standing'in
tity by United States government the world. Yetwe Nativesare.at the
law andpolicy in the 18705.Cultural mercyof anapparentlyrootlesscui·
oppressionstemming from this law ture which giveSconflicting meso
is still in place on campus today. sages: "Retain your spiritual
The consequenceof not conforming beliefs, but deny their power."
to modern Euroamericanculture is Rather than wear our Native bead·
social punishment. Someprofessors work, we are told to use the fickle
andstudentssay,"Be Nativein your languageof polyesterand plastic to
heart, but not out in open." conveythe principleswe hold dear,
I encountered this religious but today's plastic world is a poor
persecutionmyself when I wascon- reflection of our ancient cultural
fronted in the hall and scoldedfor tenets.
continuing to show my faith by Wehavea responsibilityand a
wearingmyNative beads.Does that moral obligationto communicateto
not soundlike religiouspersecution? our Maker our commitment to hi.1~~~"~r~~i~i
That is the way I experiencedit. covenants.Ourbeadworkexpresses
Many people realize that this commitment and remindsus to
",
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Tothe editor:
Re: Feb .3 coverfeaturing Pat
Bieter '
BeneOonahue
To the editor:
Apparently, . people not sup-
posed to coexist with one another
on the campus. Native Americans
and others of cultural diversity are
being singled out and preyed upon
for believing in their ancient life·
ways, values, ethics and cultural
practices. For example, the right to
wear Native beadwork,somepieces
of which are family heirlooms, is
being challengedby many students
and faculty members.Perhapsthose.
Boise
Indoor
Soccer
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on a computer screen on campus,
he/she wou!d face seriousdisdpli·
nary action. Mr.Kurtz shouldnotbe
an exception here. Howdareheuse'
suchimmoral material on thecover
of. a student publicationI In~my
view,' he not. only risked hisown
reputation.in using that photo,he
risked the reputation of the entire
university•.further, Iview Mr. Kurtz
ashavingthrown fiis reputationout
fastwayto
career,
a
side?I
t to findsimi·
inside the paper.
resource,.whata
There is a definite
getting attention",
ut of bouads."The
rossedout of bounds
hinking of the passi·
omthe community.If
h picturesisyouridea
rting," then I suggest
wcareer.
me and my family,we
nger be reading The
:::
Have.you had unprotected 5811
}\re you worried1
It's not too lare!
Call 321-7336
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.Guest Forum
TheArb;ter vs. the Arsebiter
Melissa Albert context of The Arbiter,
Sped-all-olb-eArb-iler-----1 their dutiful coverage of"Iwas on a visit to President women's and minority
issues as well as the timely and
Charles Ruth's office a couple ' frequently funny anti-pc barbs,
of weeks ago when I first saw
the Valentine's Dayedition of The
Arbiter. I had been warned that
the cover was going to raise a
flap, but promptly forgot until. I
turned the corner and saw an
obviouslydisgusted senier admin-
istrator waving a copy.
I had to suppress it giggle~
Pamela Anderson looked pretty
silly on the reception area end
table. Whydon't you have a seat
and Dr. Ruth will be right. with
you. Here are somescissors and
an envelope, why not cut out a
sundress to go With her pretty
hat?
I have since developed my
own theory about The Arbiter's
display of Anderson's titillating
assets. Even those who read the,
student paper on a casual basis
must have noticed that their
writers make a point of being
anti-pc. Remember the flap over
Ebonies? Reference any Ira
Amyx/DaleSlack colulTm. Ditto
Damon Hunzeker. I'm guessing
that it is in that spirit that The
Arbiter printed their now infa-
mous Valentines Dayissue.
I have' to guess, because in
the week since the poop hit the
propeller I have heard little
defense from the publishers of
The Arbiter save an obviously
edited sound bite from Editor
Kelly Millington-Teal on KTVB's
10:00 news in which she weakly
apologiZedfor offending commu-
nity standards. Again, I'm guess-
ing, but I think Teal was essen-
, tially saying, "It was a little joke.
We thought folks could handle it.
Guess they can't. Whatever."·Or
, at least that's what I hope she
was saying, because given. the
,Why don't you
have a seat and Dr.
Ruth will be right -
with you. Here are
some scissors and
. an envelope, why
not cut out a
sundress to go with
.her pretty hat?
perhaps they thought the cover
was 'nut said.
But it wasn't for some.
People (and I include myself)
-wanted to know: What's the
point? And on that The Arbiter
staff have, so far; been silent.
But public dialogue, like nature,
abhors a vacuum and in rushed
the Arsebiter, literally. When
showna copy,myroommate, who
works at another local weekly
paper, was mainlyimpressedwith
the turnaround time of this li~tle
cut-n-paste street mag. But that
was only after the hysterics died
out over the cover photo. The
Arsebiter bit· back with a cover
photo mock-upof a nude Arbiter
faculty advisor Peter Wollheima
la Pamela Anderson. I had the
pleasure of handing Dr.Wollheim
his first copyof the Arsebiter and
I can assure you that no one
enjoyed the cover more than he
did. He said it made his day. I
think it· even made him a little
cocky.
While the Arsebiter's cover
easily outdid The Arbiter's in
opinion
terms of parody and provocation,
it also delivered the content
missing from the latter paper.
The feminist rebuttal by several
anonymouswriters (wh'at gives?)
delivers a crash-course in the his-
tory of womens' empowerment
amid feminist poetry and eye-
catching collage. Though it
could've stood a proof-read, the
Arsebiter filled a critical gap left
yawning by The Arbiter cover
photo.
I have to admit that I was a
littletaken aback by TheArbiter
photo of Pamela Anderson. On
the one hand, she has a lovely
body (except for the bony chest
with sub-dermal croquet ball
implants-ean't plastic' surgeons
make them look more real?) and
a dazzling smile. On the other
hand, American popular culture,
needs more arousing photos of
idealized women about as much
as it needs more insipidly win-
some Celtic-lite music. Andyet I
acceptthat there are still people
out there who enjoy the heck out
of both.
The Arsebiter does not
accept. In fact, in its mission
statement it calls for the resigna-
tion or dismissal of both editor
KellyMillington-Tealand advisor
Peter Wollheim. A list of busi-
nesses that advertised in the
Valentine's issue of TheArbiter is
accompanied by' an exhortation .
to call and demand that they pull
all future ads. Whoa, Nellie!
One of the Arsebiter's
anonymous writers claims that
"freedom of speech is supposed
to work to free the oppressed." I
beg to differ. Freedom of the .
oppressed might be a conse-
quence of the exercise of free
speech, but that is not its sole
purpose. Free speech means one
can publish one's opinions with-
out fear of reprisal and reexam-
ine them in the light of public'
opinion.
The. Arsebiter's anonymous
writers demonstrate that it is n'o
mean feat to print your heartfelt
beliefs and stand up to the debate
that follows. I am told that some
of the Arsebiter's contributors did
not publish their names in part
because of fear of retaliation
from two professors heavily criti-
cized in the paper. Yettheir indig-
nant response to TheArbiter sug-
gests they fullysupport the notion
that the best way to respond to
opinions with which we don't
agree is to retaliate and suppress.
I'm sure The Arbiter staff work
hard to maintain their ad base. Is
it right to rip it out from under
them and dismiss their editor and
advisorsimplybecause they dared
Unlike the some of
the Arsebiter's
contributors, I _
simply cannot refer
to myself as a
"womb-man" or
my gender mates
as "womyn" with a
straight face.
poke fun at feminism?Again, Isay,
"Whoa,Nellie!"
Unlike the some of the
Arsebiter's contributors, I simply
cannot refer to myself as a
"womb-man"or my gender mates
as "womyn" with a straight face.
I resent the 'condescending tone
of the Arsebiter preacher who
wrote: 'Women, let's face it-we
are treated daily as though we
mean nothing." I think Iget about
as much respect on a daily basis
as Imerit, sometimes even more.
I tend to agree with Eleanor
Roosevelt: No one can make you
feel inferior without your con-
sent.
Not that I don't understand
the sentiment behind the anti-
objectification argument. I, too,
have been ogled, pinched, felt-
up, flashed and propositioned by
unappealing men and women.
Twice I was approached by
messy-drunkcouples who wanted
to swing. Blech. But I'm grownup
enough to understand that some
folks like that, no matter how
distasteful Imight personally find
it, and whoop-de-do for them.
Sure, there was a time when
a woman's main power and virtue
was her worth as sexua\ and
ornamental .prope~ and there
are still plenty of women who
bank on it. However nearsight~
they may be, women like Anna
NicoleSmith, CarmenElektra and
Pamela Anderson choose to go
that route. Most of us can con-
nect the dots between their
respective relationships: a
tabloid marriage to an ailing
octogenarian, a groom who pub-
licly dismisses the marriage as a
drunken joke, a husband who
thinks "eyesocket" is a three-
, word sentence in active first-per-
son. These are not happy people.
But with increasing rights come
the right to choose your poison,
and don't tell me these gals did-
n't knowwhat they were getting
into. Some women steadfastly
refuse to accept any correlation
between the selling of one's ~
sexuality on the open mar- ...
ket and diminishingrespect. ~
Ah, Monica!What a gamble, ~
but why would he buy the ~
cow when the milk is free? . 2"
The funny thing is, the ~.
night before TheArbiter hit ~
the stands, my boyfriend :D
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"friend of Mom's" and it was not that the Arsebiter .continues to
pleasant. But he was a poor, illit- seek out and publish perspectives
erate, socially back-ward little that The Arbiter dismisses or
man With all the wrong impulses ignores. But, please, in all the
and.not even mymother, who was ,. passionate debate, don't forget
supposed to care about him, both· the compassion. Without it, pollt-
ered to tell him that he was going ical correctness can be just as
about. it the wrong way. I don't oppressive as Puritanical patri·
. know if anyone ever did. And my archy'oEven John Lennon wearied
. mother was equally culpable, let-, of the relentless activism of anti·
ting both of us down by continuing establishment "serious revolu-
to believe that a man who made tionaries" like Jerry Rubin and
passes at me truly cared about Abbie Hoffman at its peak fervor.
her. It was a sad adult lesson for ''The thing that bothered most of
me, but we learn from mistakes our revolutionary brothers," he
equally as well as often as sue- wrote, "was. that we weren't
cesses. against anything, just for things,
I don't think' that The you k/)ow, like peace and love ..
Arbiter's cover photo was a mis-
take. I sincerely hope that The
Arbiter does not simply give a
blanket apology rather than
defend what I hope was a laconic
commentary on the state of polit-
ical correctness and campus
speech codes. Likewise, I hope
II
that women don't endure real
trauma from male sexual preda-
tors. But if· you're going to
demand compassionyou've got to
be willing to return it. .
can agree on the latter. I know
where I was.
Still, pornography has its
place. The Arbiter cover photo
raised my pulse a little and piqued
my pre-Valentine's excitement. I
even took a lingering look at' the
Arsebiter's body double, who, I
am told by an unofficial source, is
none other than Student Programs
Board's Josh Graham. The firm
thighs, the pleasing curve of the
belly with its dark treasure trail .
. '. your Honor, I objectify!
Yes, women do it, too. So if
the gander wants to mentally
make love to Tyra Banks, the
goose is as justified in putting
.down her book, clapping off the
lights and continuing her torrid
romp with Fabio across the.
windswept moors. It's sad, but it
isn't illegal.
The Arsebiter '(las right to
call The Arbiter's bluff, but it
went too far. Idon't mean to deny
. and I were talking about porn
videos. It occurred; to me then
that the dissatisfying thing about
video porn is that here you have
two (or more) relative strangers,
athletic lovemakers, but emo-
,tionally disinterested partners.
It's pretty sad, when you think
about it. In adolescence and
early adulthood, sex alone may
be an amazing source of constant
gratification, but sooner or later
(sooner for women, later for
men, in my experience) you real-
ize that sex without love is basi·
cally assisted masturbation.
I mean, where would you
have rather been at the end of
the day on February 14, at the
Black Palomino with a dollar bill
on your forehead or rubbing toes
with someone who thinks you're
all that? I think that most of us-
whether hetero or homo, in an
experimental state or happily
wed like Mrs. Millington-Teal-
Even John Lennon
wearied of the
relentless activism
of anti-
establishment
"serious
revolutionaries"
like Jerry Rubin
and Abbie Hoffman
at its peak fervor.
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Let's keep a healthy and
robust debate goingiristead of
censoring The Arbiter. To The
Arbiter and the Arsebiter, I say
keep up the good work.Like one of the Arsebiter's
contributors, Iwas also kissed and
groped when left alone with a
\\..
am's
Credit Card Debt?
'" We,Can Help Reduce Interest!
Whenthe~.."..., ,;..... . kacare pac ges.
come few and
far between,
call Domino's. • Imledlale AJpolnhnlDIs
• This is lot I, loan.
• Av.ld BanwDlcJ
• Ma~eOil Parmenl Per 18nlb
• Slap CaliecUan AI8Rcr Calls
Big on
hunger but I,
Iowan cash?
No problem. Call
Domino's. Use our spe-
. dais below. Then sit back
and relax while we bring
you your hot, fresh pizza.
How's THAT for a good deal? ••.\."r
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Th Spring Cleaning
Lesleigb Owen__ ,.....-___ '
Qllumnisl I ,experiences. Out with is, feminists are fat, undersexed, es 'egalitarian gender relations tips the scales to favor either sex
. the old, in with the new, black, lesbian welfare queens. receives the official feminist has no right calling her or himself
It's time to replace your skis if you will. Crossmy heart. . stamp of approval. a feminist. Feminists believe inwith' rollerblades, your wool . O( cou"$ethey're jils9 thin, On a personal note, 'and in • gender equality, not in replacfngwith cotton, your cocoa with Question: What is the white·ath~ists'who· preach response to the arguments I a male system of domination with
Gatorade. That feisty little Definition of "Feminism"?" MarxIstdoctrinefromth~coUegereceived protesting my prosely- a female one."
woo<lchuck,the Nostradamus of ' The question on which' no pulpit and, taU latino menw.ho· tizingal!icle, I celebrate spiritu- Oddly enough, most people
weather conditions,has decreed two scholars can agree, which use feminist theory todecon~' aUty.Myobjection lies in any applaud my little speech when
winter tres passe. splinters the feminist movementstr4ctinstitutiomdized racism. gr()up,irellgious or .non, that they hear it. Infact, most People
. Likemany Americans I await into thousands of branches, theandJie~you~gAsianwomenwho refu~to,;P!'eY~the"No<Means nod their heads whenever I go off
with trepidation the little fat's' nebulous aspect of·which lel1dsbooduri~gtheirradstgo\'ernor'sNo"inf~tionalruleandcon- on my ten minute rants ranging
verdict. He catches sight of his itself SQ' conveniently to attacks hUJl1anrights~peeches. ..... ..··tin~!pSprea.ditsmessageSepi.from poverty to d vio-
shadow: only two weeks to pack .from . the 'conservativef()rces. ·.AlLraces,ages and body,-demIc·style; .•.......' .' >lence to high nly
away the snowboots. He strolls The question asking usJolabl:!1 types'unified underone label? " ··times is-
out of his hole without a visual our precise color onthebanne(SOlindslikeabad Coke comrT1er-Q.J~tion:canMenEspO~$e ta ing
hitch: back to hibernation for the . of social j~stice. cial,>lknow.Still,likemanYJJro~ .....FeminiStBeliefs?· .•..... . Ii replace
both of us.. In case you didn't Sure, I'll take a stab. .gressive snowballs, fell1inisrriD~ting the sixties man ankind'" umankind" or
catch the news, the groundhog From Christian to Marxlsf tends to collect a variety ofpe'o- Angtoschanted incivilrigh ,..., switch t",: posed[y illt-encom-
predicted mid-February as the feminists, there are> as': many pleas it roltsdownhill.Are femi~ ins>Whiletoday, milli pa~nt9Ilhe" with "shelhe." It
site of spring's annual uncoiling. bran~hes of; feminism as. groups nistsan eclectic blend of human- erosexuals' join ,41to show you that jus~when
Alwaysthe first to wrap her which proclaimthem~lves femi- .... ity? Damntootin'. . .........•......' '... ' an~brothers ' tina the r . . thin\!.we're prepared for this~~n~~t~i~~.~tl!~~"!~~~~7~';~;;d~d:~i~;~~~
stretch and clear away the year- .' Y9U'Ve~llpayi~gatte~tjon.»,.tletend~ncYto call nize .. ;;.~id~:,'r~ii1·;·h~lpjng By the 'way, for those who
tong infromational buildup clut-:;.Forrnost'femiWsts,i~li~ng: m~tings,"those .' irf~il()~;<'~UrrJa~L;;~ing, want to protest that feminists
tering my mental faculties. Fi/'St. for:gendereqUalitY~r00d~sthe'ings,"Yep, funn' . n a 30 th~':r;i~lSO.9J~~~ii1J~system have gone too far In incorporat-
order of business: organizing:th~'pl~t~er-~~tWhis~theYJight' cent pay g at's my .ylI1l£h;~Yb.9.fdi~~~;aQyPiie sport- ing gender-neutral language and
mental .files. For you~ap~~$$';.:;.ag~iris,t;a;s!J\()rgas~~~.9fother wo:,ir~m~\~~~~l~~~n, perse-behaviors, I offer this one argu-
souls this translates int?~ns~.:';'>S9dal;iSSlles{in<:llJ(linghorno . . re ..''.'t.~%~.t,f~i~;§f~',I1O;ur. , ment: we have about 6,000 years
ing the various letters~nd:q~.;'~1,i~ia;,~:C!SW,JCl~~sIn an reo~al)i)~;;:'i·:;:;.~i.rilira!ii,j~ become femi~" of catching up to do. Seventy-
tionsthat people h~V~,;·~,;~~t.,~~~~rY,')WhenJy~~e~Yfit<:h-,t,~i~;n?t':,~lY{tO fight for equal nine years of having the vote, 26
me in response toer~Viq~:adl~;;~:.n16w'rdefine ,-h~~I~:?~,~.;/.;;~~~.;1~;~men but to ;free years of reproductive rights and
cles. Some ,of ~m1~";~':re~llYble m elr.ch'ldr,~af~~rdi~:t~::1;;K~~~~~~ from the gender no Equal Rights Amendment in
warrant an answedoo;'1 am " rry ..f~lw.~l).,,~·:YIe~~j?<;:· .i~S. For every woman sight aren't quite enough to win
a transvestite) but, . str;~~~~'~t.X ~~M~~(~>.<,:;~,~ties her apron strings, a our silence. ,
fortuneo~~l;v~~,p~~iC:al~yap~id~~.,(,:;.,;unbuckles his tool belt. Whewl That just about
stumbl ,<,;~~\lYtSgt)~.t,~,ff~~11~J,h@j~9.,,; ~' clears out all the drawers. I feel
informati :;:';~~~\i~~'.;lf;~,,~.~!~·.,~~,;<k,>;~·[:'::; , Question: Are Feminists mor~ springy already, finally ~ble
time I pry<j';n:\\:,:~~~;i.j\~~~~y~~,t~;~.::;,~~~Ih;':~~!\\l;;·'Anti·Men? . to bid a fo~d .adieu to O~.on,
drawer..';(:;;~;JI)'l,g~mg.):i,,;<;,::;;;;';i Yes, and. after hexmg them, BogusexcursIonsand hot toddles.
Even for t 'g~;,·.·j:':.;H~~~~M::m~ry;·,~J~fui.OI~~· we tum to one another for com- In fact, clearing out that clutter
regard scrub brus _ ~~~'0<gr~~15~),~~P~~~9j~~';'fgrj::~at fort. .. mofivated ~ to' bring.my ~
devil's tools,' spling ;,~~m' .~:~~;:~.m.e:tr;~~~~~~:~~lce Let's say thiSonce and for all spnng cleanmg to a physical
holds a certain charm. In na .~. .{t::';::.,?:t.;.'.tI1~(g't!t,·lI1i9tis",~e,;~~n skin and get it completely out,of our level.' ~
our' groundhog friend wouldt a little cloSef?lt.~:)'~?~,\\t~~W<~t::'~s,~?:iin. bla.ck systems: Feminists don't hate It's too b~d I undid ~
us, spring heralds death's bowto. you to. know that s~~i::(!r~~~~:~(e dIVersity men. We ~ate the stereo~ those apron strings anum- ;$
the next generation. Likewise, whatev. word you choose to thmgag~m.),§Pe,~kmg broadly, that subordmate women to them ber of years back. 2
.we need this time to scrub away insert' in that space, it's true. In feminists have;llO'problem with . and bind both sexes within sti- ~
our mental cobwebs and make fact,my feminist sisters and institutions that advocate gender fling social roles. As I say every ~
room for aU those yummy new . brQtbersl)1ight notUke me to equality, Any business or group, time a person asks me whether ~
. divulge this little tidbit, but fact including churches, that preach- I'm a sexist: "Any person who -0
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Harkening back to bellbottoms and disco:
Students have "Lyle Cobb to thank thatwe're ~,aking
the 25th anniversary this year and not the next
was needed at the state level and played more than their usualrole
Boise State College was formed, in obtaining the governor's signa-
retaining this status until 1974. ture. The day the bill arrived on
In 1974, Senate Bill 1280 then-governor Cecil Andrus's
passed the Senate 32-2 and the desk, he was trying to get enough
House54-15. The majority of leg- votes for a controversial appoint· ,
islators supported the bill but the ment to the Public Utilities pi
measure attracted resentment Commission and found himself . UI
from some. Two universities were one vote short. QI
already established in Idaho- Andrus called the sponsorof ar
Idaho State University and the the legislation, Lyle Cobbs, w
University of Idaho. threatening to veto SB 1280 if dl
Pat McDermott, according to Cobbs voted against Andrus's
Janelle Brown's story in the latest appointment. He said Cobbs
FOCUS magazine, voted no on would have to wait until the next
the measure. Brown quotes session at which point he would
McDermott . as saying, ''We fully support it. Cobbs changed
already had two universities. his vote to yes. Andrus said in
Based on the state's limited Brown's story, "You ~e Lyle
~~ ...., resources, we couldn't afford it." Cobbs to thank that we re mark·
Citizens from the home ing the 25th anniversary this year
towns of ISU and U of I feared instead of next."
BoiseState becominga university Davies points out that uni·
would take away funding from versity status gives student many
their colleges. advantages. He saysa collegecan
But students. from' Boise become more well-rounded and
State College and the other two offer more programs than a col·
universities supported the bill. lege. He also explains that uni·
Students from BoiseState College versity status allowed BSUto
lobbied for SB 1280' and Davies offer higher level courses and
believes their efforts helped law- degrees•
makers realize that young people Davies realizes emphasizing
from around the state were academics during this week of
attracted to the city of Boiseand celebration proved difficult and
. its educational opportunities. something the alumni office
Doug Shanholtz, ASBSU struggles with. He hopes today's
President in 1974, says he felt reception servespart of that pur·
upgrading BoiseState to a univer- pose. He also'wants professorsto
sity bettered students, providing attend so they can interact with
them with the highest learning students. Additionally some col·
experience. , - leges will host open houses.
"Since such a high percent- . Davies .feels that cultural and
age of students here work and go athletic events such.as playsand
to school and pay for their own basketball games can be usedas
education and put so much heart a draw to the university. He says
and desire into it they deserve then, once people are on campus,
the best education. " it becomes' easier to get them
When' it came down to the excited - about the school as a
final decision forSB 1280, politics whole.
BSUprovides," adding that, "In
one way we want to pound our
chest and say 'Look what we're
doing. "'
He finds the activities will
focus on the students and profes-
sors at BSU,in addition to recog-
nizing the whole higher education
system in Idaho.
Jessi Loercb ....., festivities began on
IIewsFAi!OJ: I Monday with a reception
-----" and dinner. Today, stu-
TwentY.five years ago Boise dents can watch performances byState College had no Special campus groups from 4-6:00 p.m.Events Center and only one in th ni" . An athletic
level on the stadium. By the end H dbasket-
of the year, both the SPECand the \
second tler for the stadium '/
gained appr
1974 Ol}~ ,
acc~.,
s!Jrl
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Getting a start
Boise State first opened as
Boise Junior College in 1932.
Until 1964it remained a two-year
school at which point it became a
four-year college. In 1968 admin-
istrators decided that funding
,744 enrollment
8.1 million state funds budget
2.9 million for research/contracts
~066student fees
,student organizations
Jll~ster's degrees
. ·88~CCalaureate degrees
, 2,081 gegrees conferred
•~j .- ".
-554 ill-time faculty
$ million BSUFoundation assets
ber BigWest Conference
'~',on,capacity 12,000
"0 Stadium, capacity 30,000
. n Center, c~pacity 2,000
g Fling
Host food services _
dy abroad in 12 countries '
6,326 library volumes
'~rcent minority enrollment
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lse State celebrates 2S"years as a university
Recalling the- top wonders Piece of Your Mind
and blunders of 1974 Photos and interviews by Rafael Saakyan
What do you think of BSU's 25th
anniversary celebrations?Top 10 MoviesGinny EgglesloD _
. Arts & Enlertainmenl Wrtler _
·~,.tfhere were you in 1974? Boise State turns'
~~i~;!over a new leaf as a university, Richard), t., .
V ~ Nixon goes down in history as the first U.S.
president to resign, The Godfather, Part 1/ sweeps
up the Academx Awards (alth.ough Monty Python
and the Holy Grail tops as the most popular movie)
andBarbara Streisand takes the number one single
with "The Way We Were." Check out the top won-
dersand blunders of 1974.
. 1. Monty Python and the Holy Grail
2. The Godfather, Part 1/
3. Chinatown"
4. Young Frankenstein
5. Blazing Saddles
6. The Conversation
7. The Towering Inferno
8. The Man with the Golden Gun
9. The Texas Chainsaw Massacre.
10. Murder on the Orient Express
TopBlunder
Academy Award Winners
March 11974, the Grand Jury indicts seven of
President Richard Nixon's men for conspiring to
hinder the Watergate investigation. Nixon is named
by the Grand Jury as a co-conspirator. Aug. 9 of
this year, Nixon resigns ten days before the
impeachment is to go to a vote in the House. Bob
. Woodward and Carl Bernstein chronicle the
Watergate Scandal in the novel All The President's
Men.
';''-
Best Picture'
The Godfather, Part 1/
Best Actor
Art Carney in Harry and Tonto.
Best Actress
Ellen Burstyn in Alice Doesn't Live Here
Anymore
Best Supporting Actor
Robert De Niro in The Godfather, Part 1/
Best Supporting Actress
Ingrid Bergman in Murder On the Orient
Express
Best Director
Francis Ford Coppola for The Godfather,
Part 1/
Best Original Screenplay
Robert Towne for Chinatown
Best Screen Play Adapted from Other
Material
Francis Ford Coppola and Mario Puzo for The
Godfather, Part 1/
Best Cinematography
Fred Koenekamp and Joseph Biroc for The
Towering Inferno
Best Art Direction
Dean Tavoularis, Angelo Graham and George
Nelson for The Godfather, Part 1/
IsJ 0 Singles
1. ''The Way We Were"
Barbara Streisand
2. "Seasons in the Sun" .
Terry Jacks
3. "Love's Theme"
Love Unlimited Orchestra
4. "Come and Get Your Love"
Redbone
5. "Dancing Machine"
Jackson Five
6. "The Loco-Motion"
Grand Funk Railroad
7. ''T.S.O.P. (The Sound of Philadelphia)"
MFSBFeaturing the Three Degrees
8. ''The Streak"
Ray Stevens
9. "Bennieandthe Jets"
Elton John
10."One Hell of a Woman
Mac Davis
., i, ,,'. c, '
Ryan Vockrodt,
Freshman
. "They ought to have one big
party in recognition' of the
students the stude-fits are
what make the university a
university. "
Matt Stewart,
Senior
"It's good. Twenty-five years is
a definite milestone."
Leanna vitruk,
Freshman
. "Huh?"
Stacie Birt,
Sophomore
"I guessit's good that they
are celebrating ... I think
they should inform people
better about it. "
...... &n.,. .c...IIJ .................""'--...
-.v ..........................
Pr~nant?·
and need help...
FREE·
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Pam Anderson. gets BSU'5 .panties in bunch
AsenoonRamirez I the three magic words: "l am offended." Asa friend, I
fAlIlIIlIiIisI .
1 ....; don't n~t·><;i,anymore, do I? If I stopped a friend
. Dav.e Nielson said to me, IfSo, what's up With this . half-~~¥r.').\.<}~t~7So three wetbacks walk into a K-
. week's Arbiter?" . ~~joke;:t~l~n't need to explain why. If one of my
...............v-. •.•.•• c; •. ,.+, ..... ;i' ••.
f~rtialg"frieri~;~ys, "That cover is in poor taste," I
Puzzled, I just looked at him and shook my head.<··r~~Ia.h'.t~~~~~q":~Sk how, right? ,
"Have you seen the cover?" Dave added. .: ··i, ..;.1··~qlio,Ji~~.9ther minorities, have too long been
IfHo,ho, oh, my god!" was the only comment ICQUld::~P.lOI~.~'~X~R~·~th power. The most natural reac-
muster. '.' ..••.........\i· -;~l~mi~;t.o vi~\Y.J.~~world as a hostile environment. A
There she was, in all her bionicbeauty;mo,replas-";;:~"k!i\yh~r~slJff,,~ge is denied by virtue of your sex, a
tic moving parts than have evergraced.~haUSofJ()ys .......'~ rtd·Y"~~:y~umake less money for equal work and a
'R Us. Pamela Anderson JormerlYl~~~orat~ithe...·~9t~~.~er~i~Xual organs are mUtilated based upon
cover of The Arbiter, aod..shewa~~kedt90"i·;·..".;,~.pti9~t~t~ll~f~. isn't "exactly. the most nurturing
"Qh boy, this is going to be tJ:0~ble,'!!ib()ijght~~~\;fe(~~~i.~·yrit~~tates of America has made significant
passed the issue.arOlmdcovertfoWl18rfol~il1half.i>!t,i,~!Ji~~st~\y~r~;al>etterEarth, even if it has had to twist
was something ....out of •...high·.schOQl;;.Ylhen.tIlei.5PoftS··rJ;·)~i.f~~·••·~!JTl~J9·d~iit. However, the Constitution often
Illustrated Swilll$Ui,t.lssuecameout.~oundthePeop.le! ii/ap~~~Ji~7~~~e''J11e way of life that holds the most
knew, I' paused to adl11ire the issue" but\yhene~rit><i·.tjQ~t~fr~i6~·th~.human spirit, remajns a noble senti-
appeared that we were drawing undoa~entjonlavert·,'.~rt.~~:mmi~~A?lY.to paper and conscious as we tell
ed my eyes. A fellow" has to be carefuLll()t:tQgivetlle·'';·'~biWeQ,';sQ9aswe~y, not as we do." .
wrong impression around his colleagues and cont~mpO.; •.·..'[11~I~geofPalTlela Anderson appears to be a step
raries. . backinilllinstitutio.oofhigher learning as even the lib·
Little did I realize how this first impression was rep- · ..erat~~lasu~~ul11bstousing sex as a marketing tool.
resentative of the schizophrenic nature exhibited all 'C()innl~nt.or.oot ,.·on the
over campus as well as the rest of Boise. Argonaut, eat Valentine's!'follday, the cover was
.yourheart out. one morepul'lch in the nose in a
place that was supposed to pro-
mote personal growth, maturity
and understanding. The last thing
that we needed, while prepara-
tions were being made to cele-
brate Women's History Month, was a satirical reminder
of the schizophrenic nature of American sexuality.
The last thing we needed was a conflict that demon-
strated the circular nature of our politics as the left and
right came together to say, "We don't want naked
women on the cover of The Arbiter." They neglected to
add or maybe they added it under their breath, 'We're
not ready for it. " .
We're not ready to celebrate the beauty of the
human form because we can't recognize the difference
February241999 --.--_.....1
between objectification and .appreciation. Pamela
Anderson and other models are part of that. paradox as
they expose their natural form unnaturally altered'
through surgery, tanning and starvation. IfLook at me I'm
beautiful," she screams while she becomes a caricature
of a human being. Her breasts ballooned and her calves
got implanted in the mistaken ~lief that bigger is better.
(Maybe I shouldn't say that either, because too many
young women are vomiting in our bathrooms evacuating
what they consumed not hours ago in order to become
waifs.)
We're not ready because others continue to give into
our puritanical history that sex is equated with evil.
Teenage pregnancy rates and the prevalence ofvenereal .
disease, namely the discovery of AIDS,seem sufficient
evidence to support the old beliefs. Sex should be forbid-
den. as an expression of human emotion and instead
reserved simply for procreation, because violent, little
men equivocate power with rape and subjugation.
We're not ready because others are unwilling to hear
and acknowledge that too many hold and promote archa-
ic beliefs. Progressives claiming to. support understand-
ing, choose to do so' by silencing the opposition.
Mistakenly, they hope that by
shooting the messenger, erroneous
beliefs will fade from the common
consciousness. It's better, they
believe, to leave skeletons in the
closet rather than expose them to
the light of day long enough to
afford them a funeral.
What happened two weeks ago was a reaction to a
human history full of degradation and misunderstanding.'
If anyone was wrong, it was you and I, dear reader, for
being products of the world around us. We are not as
mature as we thought or as open and understanding as we
claim to be. In typical human fashion, we reacted in fear
and anger wanting to do away with the bearer of bad
news. However, if angry rhetoric and.clichedprotest con-
tinue, we'll have done worse than shot the messenger.
We'll have shot the hostage.
If anyone was wrong, it was you
and I, dear reader, for being
products of the world around us.IfHuman behavior is more complex than the behav-ior of physical objects-in fact, it may perhaps be large-
ly beyond explanation. "
W. Philips Shively
The Craft of Political Research
IfSo what do you think of the cover?" I was asked.
Admittedly, I waffled. I measured the individual I was
talking to and said, Iflthink it's inappropriate and unnec-
essary," or "I like it. It's good to push the boundaries
once in a while. "
More often, I gave the first response. I thought I
needed to give people their due. After all, they issued
f---~s----CLOTHES-~------~;--' . IIeGluse there is no wre ..
~~~C; .• .:." ., <USA .~~~C;
~ . Formerly Clothes R Us-~ ~
~.~~ 4618 W.Stal.e SL J ~·.fJ
~YI~C; Boise, ID 83703 (208)387-3525 ' ~~~C;
.~~ . ·Good-Selection of Levi·Jeans f
/CQjjR5N ""\ ·(COUPON "'. f-OOiWb"1r~\
:: buy 1 pair , : 1/2 ofT 'I 1 25% ofT ,
II • I . I
:1 of jeans & get the:: of uSed 1 1 ANITHING 1
:1 2nd pair 1/2 ofT.. iiSWEATSHIRTS· i i else in retail store !
" • 1 ., ' ,.: COUPON h COUPON : 1 COUPON .:
: \ <:AFire., 3-19-99 ; . \ expires: 3-19·99 . / \. expires: 3-19·99 /
: ' ..._----------------~ ......_--:-----~-----_/ .. _------~-_~ #l, •.._----------------------------------------------------_ ..
345·2277
1-806;677 ·AIDS
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Reflections upon naked .women
cover demeans all
women. It's a patriarchal
plot to keep us down, to
maintain our position as sexual
objects. "
I tried to disabuse her of
such grpundless notions. "No, it's
just a parody of Playboy."
Damon Hunzeker _
CGIumnisl _
Ordinarily, luse this forumto advance my philosophyof universal love and
understanding. However, this
week I'd like to join the current
discussion so rigorously debated
in the halls and along the side-
walks of Boise State University.
Muchlike my academic brethren
these days, I am genuinely con-
cerned about an issue affecting
all of us. Before I reveal the
destructive object of Boise's ran-
cor, I'll give you a chance to send
the kids out of the room.
Are they gone? Good. OK,
here it is: the February 10 issue
of this noble and' highly esteemed
journal resting before your eyes.
displayed a sick, twisted, porno-
graphic, smut-ridden, misogynis-
tic I perverted picture on the
cover. Well, maybe not exactly.
But that's the impression you get
from listening to the offended
segment of our community.
Actually, the cover displayed a
womanwith no dothes on. That's
all. Her boobs were concealed.
Sowas her ... well, I don't know
how to refer to that thing in
print. Regardless, the picture was
rather tame.
When it was initially brought
to my attention, I looked at it
and said, "What the hell is 'The
Arbiter?' That's a German word
meaning 'worker.' In fact, the
communist paper in Germany was
called 'The Arbiter. MyGod, I've
been working for pinkos! My
mom's going to think I'm a Nazi
sympathizer. Perdition catch my
soul-I quitl" Then I took a nap
and forgot about it.
But mine was an atypical
reaction. The next day, a girl in
Armyboots asked me, "Youwork
for TheArbiter, don't you? Don't
you?Answer mel"
"Sorry,lwas eating taffy," I
said. "Yes, I write for The
Arbiter!'
''Well,'' she began,' "this
If I only had the
time, I would
count the ways in
which I suck. But-
irreparably? I'd'
like to think I can
someday repair my
suckiness.
Then she ripped her nose
ring out and carved I HATEMEN,
on her forehead. I tried to regain
my senses' with my usual
method-breathing. deeply, clos-
ing my eyes, and carefully
repeating the words "Multi-
Purpose ClassroomFacility.Multi-
Purpose ClassroomFacility." That
always calms me down. (Update:
We've been going out everyday
since that first romantic inter-
lude, and I've introduced her to
soap.)
Anyway, the infamous cover
induced other people to freak out
similarly. Last week's letters to
the editor in TheArbiter include
a litany of sanctimonious twad-
dle.
'Cami Hunt writes, "1 was
horrified to see on the front
cover of your newspaper a naked
lady ... Freedom of speech is OK
as long as it doesn't offend oth-
ers and this has!' Well, that's
good to know.' But I'm s~re
Thomas Paine offended Kmg
George, and Winston Churchill
. probably rubbed Hitler the wrong
way. Et cetera.
MarySCottwrites, ,"ThiSuni-
versity does not represent nude
•
females." Tliat's true, and I think
it reflects poorly upon our fine
institution. If we're going to
embrace diversity. and condemn
discrimination, why do we rou-
tinely persecute naked students?
They have the same rights as the
rest of us. BSU accommodates
the handicapped with wheelchair
ramps, so naked females should
be equally accommodated-per-
haps with a pile of blankets in
each classroom for those chilly
winter months.
Tami Bromley, another stu-
dent, says the naked chick "pros-
titutes women as a whole" and
that the picture somehow vio-
lates the "civil rights of the
female student body." First of
all, the onlyway all women could
be prostituted would be for all
women to become prostitutes.
And I've never met a woman who
would say, "look, a picture of a
naked lady. I guess that means I
better start having sex for
money." But more importantly, if
anyone can construct a syllogism
strong enough to convince me
that a picture ofa nude model
compromises your civil rights, I'll
provide,evidence that masturba-
tion causes blindness (with med-
ical reports, not by going blind).
Finally, Brook Smith asks,
"How can you publish an open,
free-thinking newspaper if you
are still tied to the apron strings
of pornography and prostitu-
tion?" I've already addressed the
prostitution issue, but pornogra-
phy? The woman on the cover
was naked; she wasn't having sex
with Ron Jeremy. I mean, if
pornographic elements can be
attributed to a picture of Pamela
Anderson adorned in heels and a
hat with none of her most inter-
estingareas visible, I feel sorry
for Modern Porn Lovers of
America. Smith also laments the
"media stereotype that. further
enslaves women." Nobody is
enslaved in this country. Even if-
y~u have deluded yourself into
believing you're a slave, we are
15_, _
all possessed of free will and can, They·are human beings, and ir
through our own volition; free my 'estimation, far more noble
ourselves of our fetters of fealty human beings than their male
to phantom slavery. counterparts. However, the cove! .
But Brook Smith doesn't 'displayed only one woman:
appear to believe in the human Pamela Anderson. And she reall~
capacity to rise above unfortunate is an object. I obtained an .exclu·
conditions. Her letter ends: "And sive interview with her doctor,
while you're at .it, you can FIRE who explained: "After several
DAMONHUNZEKER,because he examinations, we have, deter:
SUCKSirreparably." Well, I agree ' mined that Ms. Anderson is actu-
with her. If I only had the time, I ally a Muppet created by Jim
would count the w~ys in which I Henson. We were always suspi·
suck. But-irreparably? I'd like to cious of the strings that seem to
think I can someday repair my control her every move. But
suckiness. I refuse to be enslaved when we studied a tissue sample
by my circumstances-namely, and found it to be predominantly
sucking so badly. Sure, I suck/but composed of cotton, our suspi·
it's not irreparable. 'dons were confirmed. She's a
\ Incidentally, several people puppet, an object-eall it what
have told me that the cover con- you wish. We intend to conduct a
tributed to the idea that women similar examination on Georg,E
are nothing more than objects. Clooney.~'
Obviously,women are not objects.
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all classics, but all
been done before. Ah!, what's
this? The Message,by Alpha Yaya
, Diallo. Never heard of it? No!My
friend, it's the perfect album for
such a euphoric atmosphere!
Having grown up on the
coasts of West Africa, Diallo
developed a complex knowledge
and understanding of musical
styles ranging from Guinean to
pop. On The Message , Diallo,
nearly on his own, delivers an
album of warmth, culture, and
remarkable creativity. Notonly is
he a mastermind composer and
band leader, but he is a tremen-
dously gifted instrumentalist and
vocalist. He plays acoustic, elec-
tric and bass guitars.
Dialloalso plays the following
percussion instruments; congas,
doundon, djembe and balafon. If
that wasn't impressive enough, he
sings in four languages: Fula,
Malinke, Susuand French!
The music of Alpha Yaya
Diallo .is so mystic and soothing
that it instantly becomes tran-
scending; This stunning embroi-
dery of sound creates an aesthet-
ic value that is simplypositive and
lovely.
~--.- __ 16
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Hempilation 2-
freetheweed
, Capricorn Records
Grade: B
Music, and drugs have long
intertwined like zig zags and
weed, forming a blend that makes
both easier to inhale. Although
surprisingly few albums dedicate
themselves to drugs, the National
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML) has
released on, Capricorn Records a
second Hempilation album. The
benefit record Hempilation 2-
freetheweed fires and burns its
way through. a twenty sack of
songs.
FromWillie Nelson to George
Clinton, Hempilation 2-freethe-
weed, unifies a wide range of
musical styles to a single cause.
Aiming to spread
awareness
of the
arts & entertainment
Hairs himself,' Willie
Nelson shows up
with the per-
spective folk-
county song
"Me and
Pa,ul." On
the rock
side of
the
album,
Go V ' r
Mule lights
up the 1972
classic "30
Days in the
Hole," , by
Humble Pie.
Hempilation '2-
freetheweed, by its very
nature instantly creates
divides. Those. who dislike the
album will do so' solely on its,
political stance. Hempilation t-
!reetheweed fails to separate the
musical qualities from the polio
tics. Part of the proceeds raised
through the sale of the album are
be donated to NORML.For hemp
advocates, this is the chance to
support an issue and as an added
bonus enjoy some good music.
The Message
Alpha Yaya Diallo
Wicklow Records
Grade: A ,
The Feb. 9 release of new
Wicklow Records recording
artists, Alpha Yaya Diallo,
seems a bit early. The nine
. track album features an
array of songs fit for the
summer.
Imagine, some
friends are over. The
.blender spins a favorite
concoction. Steaks are
sizzling on the grill.
Everybodyis hanging out
in the back yard laughing
".' and relaxing. Perfect, until
",? 'you realize there's no music
·'on. Yousift through a pile of
CDs-Bob. Marley, the Dave
Matthews ,Band, the Eagles,
Februm 2! 1999 .; ,_'1
Fundamental
Puya
MeA Records
Grade: B
Alternative music continues
to grow and expand with the new
recording from Puya. The four-
member Puerto Rican band
recently released Fundamental
on MCARecords, an album that
delightfully introduces "Oy!" to
the "Mexican cry."
Growing up on the U.S.-
adopted island, Puya was not only
influenced by its native Latin
music, but also the hip-hop and
heavy metal that grew out of the
mainland. Fundamental. testifies
to an attractive co-existence of
different musical styles. The' first
song, "Oasis," serves as an excit-
ing formula by mixing hardcore
driven guitars with funky salsa
beats, while death metal laces
the song's bridge and solo. "Keep
it Simple" displays the attraction
to hip·hop, while "Remoia," fea-
tures Puya's ability to play punk.
Thematically, the open-mind-
ed music fits the message. In "Sal
pa' Fuera," Sergio Curbelo sings,
"It is just a. process that awakens
, I
You can't put a
~eE "0
__ - Febrnm2tl999
up the conscience! that under-
stands, the forces that manipu-
lates the' mind! a sys~em that
represses the creative source!
controlling the energy! ... awaken
the conscience!"
puya may find themselvesas
the pioneers who mainstreamed
world music. The bilingual lyrics
andmusicalcanvascreated would
likely move them to the premiere
line up at the VansWarpedTour.
Trinket
Trinket
RCARecords
Grade: F
Junior high girls will soon
havea new band to dream over.
.On Feb. 9, Trinket, an Athens,
GA·based band released their
self-titled album on RCArecords.
, The group steals the look of
money-makingteen R&Bore-hit-
wondersand pastesrOCkmusicto
the image. Basically,if Matchbox
20 was flamboyantly gay, they
would beTrinket.
Working with Michael Stipe
on the band's independent debut
album, Your Head Is A Shimmer,
hasgiven membersbig dreamsof
stardom.
"I've never .downplay~dmy
rock star ambitions," remarks
, bassistTommySalmon•
. Nearly each of the album's
eleven tracks features the band
expressing how different and
famousthey will becomewhile all
others fail. "To Be A Star," has .
vocalist Brain Youmans first
boasting, "I'm smarter than you
thinkl I'll f-- you 'til you think
I'm interesting;" then later he
simply puts everything into per;
spective, "You know I'm destined
to be a start Nothing will get in
my way."
, Trinket fails to break any
arts & entertainment 11 -'
new ground with this radio-
friendly pop rock album.
Listenerswho enjoy nice simple
tuneswill find a pleasantconnec-
tion to the music. But all in all,
Youmansandcrew shouldtake
their words to heart
when on "All the
Rave" they
sing, "It's
sad but
true! We'll get over you."
Trinke~isn't likely to become
one of the fortunate bands that
sustaina long career
in music. If they're truly serious
about a career, McDonald'scould
really use their help on those 29
cent cheeseburgerdays.
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opportunity
like this.
HELZBERG
DIAMONDS
www.helzberg.com
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This isone of those rare opportunities that you don't want to p~ up: an exc~ting
chance to have your sales-and management-career ,fi0unsh at ~elz ~rg
Diamonds A leader in fine jewelry for over 84 years, we re very fan;:uar WIth
success ~d what it takes to be a winner. So familiar, in ~~~ that w~ n?w ave more
than 190 stores in the U.S. Ifyou el\ioy taking r~onslbility, achieVing short- and
long-term goals, and motivatiIig others, consider Joinlng us as.
ASSISTANT MANAGERS
SALES PROFESSIONALS
OFFICE MANAGERS
OFFICE ASSOCIATE~
. You'll receive a competitive salary plus heal~den~~m~~~~~~~l~d
profit sharing, life insurance, cas~ bonus:s, tuian~~~~ For consideration, please
holidaypay,ageneroU5me~~ 4~~OO5 or ~top by Idaho Business
~D~~,~~~8~~::et,Sol:' :10, Monda; (2f.!~~)an~:~':::~
(2f.!4J99) from 8:00a.m.-11:00a.m. or Tuesday (2f.! I Co 'tted to
(2125199) from 10:00a.m.-8:00p.m. Equal Opportunity Emp oyer mnu
the Value of Workforce Diversity.
5.99 Large 1
topping pizza
delivered.
Must present BSUID
Expires 3/10/99
\ i."!'-'" J,'. '_".'t-", .. ,;I::lI:'.l. .• ~~-~'t'IJ'
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Vi!asflington 's sense .oturgency
. i
M' h ICo to the Bia Dance, and says with a smile. "I know that .the leader of the Broncoson and what I'm trying to do.",IC ae .'11{;...' ....,.- ...,..-_ eSiJortsWriler ' ....;.~;;....l in order to do that we mymain focus right now is trying off the court, he already assumes When asked about pursuing
.have' to take care of to win the Big West champi- some of the required coaching a coaching career, the prospect
business in the' Big'West, and' onship, nothing is going to dis- responsibilities. It's a position he, elates him for a moment, but
that's what were focusing in on tract me from that-but at the' relishes, and one he put himself thoughts of his current situation
right now," says Washir.gton. same time I'm just taking it aU in, in. quickly ground him.
'We're just' taking it one game stride." "I think it's all a learning "I thought about [coaching]
at a time, and if we do that, and ,Washington's future plans all process I feel a sense of urgency too, and I mean that would be a
not' start looking ahead we. revolve around the game in.some in myself. This is my last go- great option for me ... to give
should be okay." aspect. around at it and I don't want to 'knowledge' that the coaching
'We want to get single game "At the end of this year, I go out a loser. Iwant to go out on staff has given to me, to pass
victories, and when we continue want to go play somewhere. top," 'admits Washington. "And that down to someone else
building on single game victories There's nothing better, nothing that sense of urgency has helped would be another option," says
,then that will lead to a great greater than' to do something propel me into more of a leader- Washington. "But like I say, right
~asoA/' he adds.' /', that you love and get paid for it-ship role." now I'm just trying to focus on
\ On the whole, the Broncos and for me that's playing basket- ''The guys are really the season, and playing ball
ar~ha~ng a stellar y,ear ~t 18·6 ,.ball. But if it doesn't happen, responding welt-the other afterwards-that's the number
, over~t, '11-3 in confhrente ,play then I want something solid to seniors-they feel the same sense one thing."
and sitting atop the Eastern fall back on, and that's what this of urgenCyand it's kind of like a Washington has had a solid
Divisionof"\he BigWest. But pon- broadcasting thing is about, it's collective leadership out there. senior year, startinga1l24 games
dering Wasfiil,lgton'spost coue- just having some stability- if it We're just trying to show the and shooting 0405 percent on the
giate' career ~[TIains a favorite doesn't happen playing ball" [younger] guys that it's okay to . season and a conference average
past time of the local press. This then I want to stay in sports. play hard and it's okay to play 14.2 points per game. His 54
doesn't bother: "'y.'ashington Sports is my first love, it's the together and when we do those three-pointers give him 175 for
much~in fact he's soak;~gup the love of 'mylife and I guess what I types of things,' then we're use- the season, ascending him to the
attentton. ' , , want to do is either play or keep ally a successful group. It's just top of the Boise State record
"I'm just trying to enjoy all involvedln it somehow." all a learning process, and that's books, breaking ex-teammate
of it because I know it's not Washington's leadership on like the senior's job, to be the. Mike Tolman's record of 171,
going to last for much longer. lt's the court naturally leads to cues- leader out there and to show the with two games left.
not really a distraction, I'm just ticns about coaching, a role to , young guys what it takes to win "That was a great accom-
taking it in stride," Washington which he could easily adapt. As ' and be successful, and that's plishment," Washington
As the Boise State men's, .~sketball team ~~adsintopost-seasonplay, Senior
Gerry "The Flash" Washington's
focus remains 'one game at a
time. Recently,'Washington was
reluctant to speculate on the
post-season tournament, or even
offer P!'edictions as to 'possible
. advancement to the.··Big Show
(the NCAA National
Toumament). His tone, however,
spoke of a more broad focus than
the immediacy of his words.
'We definitely want to get
Large Selection of
'Single~ and Packs!
~
~~'
URZA'S LEGACY
Magic the gathering's new expansion
Due in stores
February 17,1999
20% OFF
Full Boxes
Pre-Constructed
. . :Decks $9.95 Jf&ifililjjF:L:iYJ"'ift
WeeklyM~lgicTournaments .~
Salludays @i:Noon
, Prizes! Fun! Competition I - Format Changes Weekly
MAGIC DRAGON'
6746 Glenwood, Boise, Idaho 83703 (208) 853-3683
Star Wars Trade & Play Day
Every Sunday From 1:00 pm to 6:00 prn .
Starts March 6th
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inspiresenti re team- -~-
Bronco women fall to first place Eagbes
women. Freshman center left in the half. Yvette Barriosran
Andrea Swindall held the floor skillfully for the
SpoIlS Wnter strong defensively, but Broncos, breaking early full court
~
lOW start by the Broncoand 'was called for traveling on the pressure by the Eagles.
North Texas Eagle women's . Hodges' tenacity in the mid-ensuing Bronco possession.
. asketball teams last Friday dle, grabbing nine of BSU's 47
night at the Pavilion provided Hodges' tenacity rebounds, kept the game close
some scrappy playas both sides in the middle, while providing the opportunity
attempted' to establish early' grabbing,nine of for the Broncos'to blow the lead
inside domination. open .. Hodges, however could
d R· BSU's 47BSU junior guar eyna only manage to hit 1·6 from the
Fortenberry made some hard rebounds, kept field, ending the game with 9
steals, and fellow ,player, senior the game close points.
center Jenny Hodges, established' 'while providing It would be strong play off 'j
herself as the dominant presence the opportunity the bench from freshman forward
under the. rim early in a' losing for the Broncos to .Krista Peterson,. 'whO' scored a. ,:~ .
cause to the Eagles; 56·50. Boise blow the lead game high 17 points behind 8·12 1
State fell to 13·11 overall, 7·5 in shooting from the floor, that;
the BigWest and.movf(j squarely open, allowed the Broncosto keep pace i.
, into seCond place in..the Eastern S· d IIfollowed by hitting a soft with the Eagles;" Shooting 6·9... ~ -
. divis~on~hirid North Texas. . ':pe~offa nice feed byHodges, frol1l beY.0nd~hearc,:NorthTexas ' . ~ " . '
- Qu~~onablecalls .early 10 . J i i g BSUa ,5..4 lead with 15:03 ~~wiJ~~~l~.t~,~~~,tJ.le.c;ro~_d.~u~,o!_ ...... ··<·.n..,;yoa E'ortenbernt;·makes;the-:illmn'.~::~~,, the game frustrated the BromiOl,g VI.l, . ' ,\ .: '-..' _ "", ••• , , .. ".-~ ••• H--'~·· .,' ,I\~ .' ...,. . .,,- ••,..,
, ''k-~ ';,;;;: ~.': & .&-.¥:::ilt~~"((-'~'.-~.''''' e-"' •• ,J •. '-.\I' .. "
remarks. "Mike told, me last
year, ',I broke it this year, and
you're most likely going to break
it next year.' I really didn't know
, how close 1was to it, but i~was
just a great feeling, breaking it,
and breaking it at home with all
the fans 'there and everything,
that was one of the' greatest
accomplishments for me in my
sports career."
Washington has been play·
ing inspired basketball;' his 'hus-
tle fuels the entire team. His 89 .
rebounds (3.7 average) rank sec-
ond only to Roberto Bergersen,
but is a statistic which raises
questions about the Broncos'
inside game. Washingtqn'shrugs '
off the skepticism about needing
strong inside presence come
tournament time;'
"We've been rebounding
better this year than we have in
the past, ~at's because every'
one is making it a- concerted '
effort to rebound: Morgan has
been playing well, Kejuan has
been doing' well, and Abe'
Jackson has been doing well-all
of our big guys, they're starting "You can always learn
to come around," Washington - more-that's what coaches are .
ponts out. "If we're going to for, that's what older players are
make a I1;Jnat this thing we def· . for. You go out .and see what
initely need strong inside play, they do, what improvements
for them to start coming around they can make towards you to
at this of the season is big for get better. Youcan always study
us." the game, watch film and see all
A dominant inside presence of the breakdowns that you do, "
certainly would have helped in 'Washington says thoughtfully,
the 63·62 loss in Logan to Utah humbly. "When I go 10 for 10 in
State University. There's no ,. a game with 10 assists and no '
denying opponents are seeing turnovers and no mental break
the same hole in the Bronco downs on defense then I can say
offense: the Utah State big men there's no more to be learned,
combined for 38 points and 17 but that's not likely to everhap·
rebounds. BSU's big men, Abe pen so you can always get bet-
Jackson and Richard Morgan are ter, you can always learn."
coming around, and Washington We could all learn from
likes their progress. Washington, his graciousness "-
''They're young guys, but and humility add to his chsris- ~
they're starting to .feel the ma-and he's definitely having ~.
urgency of what it's going to fun out there this year. -
take for us to win, andtheyireBoise State's final home i
starting to produce. If ,we can, game of the season takes' ~
just eliminate. a few. mental place Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in i.
breakdowns then we should be the Pavilion. The game is the ~.
okay." last at home for seniors Gerry l
For Washington, it's all a Washington, Steve Shephard, 'w h'i gt 'I t t BOise State hasflfrncon-
learning process, and you can and Roberto Bergersen. "as n. on 5 asse.a~~n a". . .........•. I .
never get enough exposure. templatmg the pOSSibilityof coachmg. .' .
MichaelCOxee...-------
i
l'
~
~ (~~f
~
"
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the game with timely threes, and
. held on for a 24·20 half-time lead.
As the' second half opened,
both defenses continued to keep
points off the' board, and with
15:25 left to play, the score was
knotted at 31·31. Turnovers were
,to playa key role in the game, as
Boise State lost, 20 and, North
Texas .gave up 18 on the night.
Peterson's 20 footer with 13:50
left gave the Broncos a 33·31
.. advantage-their first lead since
midway through the first half, but
UNThit 'a quick three, stole the
ball for an easy break and went '
back up by thr~ 'less .than ,a
minute later.
The Eagles' full court pres-
sure never posed any threat to
Barrios and the Broncos and
Peterson, along' with senior guard
Alycia Sumlin andjunior guard
. ' Tawnya Gray, took the reeling
, Eagles to the rack several times.
Gray went 6·8 from the fr~e
throw line, ending the night with
8 points.
Boise State plays
its last two g~mes '
this week at '
Pacific on
Thursday, and
then returns home
for Us final home,
game of the year
against the
University of Idaho
on Saturday.
As the Broncos. ran their
offense through the post, Hodges'
continued frustration from the
field fed her on the defensive end
of the court. Peterson kept the
Broncos in front, hitting jump
shots, and putting back hard
fought rebounds. But with 6:27 ,
left to play, North Texas broke
the game open for good going on
an eight pointrunfrom which the
Broncoswere unable to recover,
With 25.7 seconds ' remain-
ing, Peterson fouled out of the
game. The ensuing two free
throws by UNTput the score at
the final 56·50, sealing the Big
West Eastern Division for the
Eagles-a title the Broncosowned
last year.
Boise State plays its last two
games this week at Pacific on
Thursday, and then returns home
for' its firial home game of the
year against the University of
Idaho Saturday, Feb. 27~ The
Idaho game marks senior night for
Alycia Sumlin and Jenny Hodges
who will play in their final game
in the Pavilion. Tip-off is at 7
p.m . Consistency is the name of Fortenberry's game!
, \
Sports Bucket
heavyweight), began the dual with
a 3·0 victory over ChrisMiller.
Two Bronco wins key to the
team victory came at 125 and 149
pounds. K.C.Rock posted one of
Boise State University won those wins with a 6·5 victory over
eight of ten matches, includingvic- JOse Enriquez. The other came
tories by number two ranked Kirk from senior Davidlevitt, who was
White at 165 pounds and fourth wrestling his final home match for
ranked larry Quisel at 157 pounds, the Broncos, as he upset Gary
to hand 25th ranked BrighamYoung Sanderson3-2.
Universitya 30·9 defeat. The Broncos complete their
White, who is ranked second 1998·99 dual match season with a
nationallyby Intermat and Amateur record of 10·7. BoiseState willnow
Wrestling'News,faced the nation's ,travel to Palo Alto, California on
number three ranked collegiate ' Saturday and Sunday (Feb. 27 and
wrestler at 165 pounds in BYU's 28) at the PAC·10 Conference
Rangi Smart. White entered, the Championships.
match with a record of 29·1, and
Smartwas 18·3with two of his pre-
vious losses to White' back in
December. Following a scoreless
first period, White recorded an
escape and takedown in the second
period on his way to a 5·2 win.
At 157 pounds, Quisel had lit-
tle trouble improvinghis record to
24·2 with a 17-9 win over Russel
Brunson.
Boise State's other nationally
ranked wrestler, RustyCook (1112 at
Wrestling squad
dominates Brigham
Young
Gymnasts score
season high in dual
win over Seattle
Pacific
The Boise State gymnastics
team, ranked 33rd nationally,
scored a season high 193.275 in
recording a dual victory over
Seattle Padfic in front of 1,315fans
in the Pavilion.The Falcons,ranked
third among Division /I schools
nationally, scored their own season
high 188.475.
The Broncos swept the four
individual events, led by doubles
victories by senior Dianaloosli and
junior louise Cashmere. loosli
scored 9.825 to win the bars title,
and 9.925 Uust .025 off her school
record) to place first on the beam.
Cashmere scored 9.75 to win the
vault and a personal best 39.2 to
take first in the all-around, which
also ranks as the eight best all-
around score in school history.
Bronco freshman Tiffany Weston
scored a 9.925on floor, third best in
school history, to complete the
sweep.
''We had two near perfect
scores' with Tiffany's floor and
Diana~sbeam routines," BoiseState
coach sam Sandmiresaid. "In addi·
tion, louise hit all four events once
again. Acoach can't ask more from
an all'arounder than that. We are
getting cleaner and stronger each
meet, and we nowneed to keep the
momentumgoing."
BoiseState had another sweep
in taking the top, three places in
each' event but the all-around, and
then only because the Broncoshad
just two competitors in the all-
around and they finished first and
second (Cashmerewith the win, and
KerryJacobson as the runner·up).
The Broncoscompete at arch·
rival Utah State this comingFriday.
able for $2;50, and can be pur-
chased at any select-a-seat outlet.
Men's tennis team
falls to #10
Southern Methodist
and #23 Minnesota
Hall of Famers I
Alumni to appear
for BSU's25th
Anniversary
The Boise State men's tennis
team dropped two matches to
top 25 teams Sunday. Boise State
first lost 'to #10 Southern
Methodist 6-0, and then lost a
close battle to #23Minnesota 4-3.
A- reception for BoiseState ath- , While doubles were canceled
tetic boosters and members of the in the Boise state-seuthern
university's athletic Hall of Fame Methodist match, the Broncos
will be held in the Allen Noble kept their win streak in doubles
Galleryprior to the men's basketball alive against Minnesota, winning
game on Thursday, Febe • 25. The the doubles point with victories
event beginsat 5:30 PMand is open at the #1. position with Leif
to the public. Meineke and Wesley Moodie, and
"We're expecting between 20 at, the #2 spot with Cory Dolas
and 25 former BSUathletes from and RyanThompson. Boise State's
football, volleyball, wrestling and singles winners were also
other sports," said BobDaviesof the Meineke and Moodie with
BoiseState AlumniAssociation. Meineke winning at the first posi·
Balcony tickets to the men's tion and Moodie winnirigat· the
, final home basketball game of the third.
season against Pacificwill be avail-
" -.- -. ~ .", ;-
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* TUesday
$1.50 Wells
&1.00 Copper Camels
* Wednesday .'
$2.00/$2.75 pints .
$1 .00 Mud Slides
*Thursday
'$1.50 Wells
<. $1 .00 Alabama shots.
*Frlday &,.Saturday'
$1.50:cans " .
*Monday: '
$1.75 Wells
$2.00/2.75 pints
$1 .00 Schnapps
*Sunday
,_, F $2.00/2.75 pints
-....
\'_" ._' ': -. . . / $1 .00 Kamikazies
Wed. Feb. 24t6;,,:. " ,
Thur$~:>Feli. 25th··. .... . . Is! LUIeN I D~ ~/"E :: .. t D~
H.. h
'~"·'·c h'· MI"· Call or Falin ToGo Orders
OOc: le',- OOc \ re en-- ~"'\ \. ',,'
1, '
~h~e~::H.s2:00:·~:\t~e·~om:bies
. ' 1
Roots,~ock,Reggae'T~.M
___ FebItWJ2!1999
,.
, 1010Main
Downtown Boise
345·6605
httJ):IIWWW.webpak.netl-bIUeSbou
E.mall: bluesbou@mlcron.net
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The Arbiter
Spins and flips from a
recent gymnastics meet in
the Pavilion. These
Bronco athletes are
ranked 33rd in the nation.
Coach Sam Sandmire says
the team is "getting dean-
er and stronger each meet,
.and we now need to keep
the momentum going."
• 4 Cr•• ,., •.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S 2.75
• • Pot Stickers (Aft.r 2,.) J.'5
• ..... ul. H.tC.lck.. . ..•.••....••.•......•• 4.25
• L•••• C.lck••..• ' ....•...••.•..•.•....... 4.50
• "lIral T•• •• C.lch •...•..•..•..•......... 4.50
• 11•••• 11•• I •• f ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4.50· ,.Ic••• S.rl., 5.25· 1.", F•• II, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4.25
We also serve Vegetarian dishes!
rf!/..,. Telep.oH (ZOI) 345 ..8161 110110"". 11t.Street. ",.\' '\ :,\
~ FU.(ZOI) 345-1141 Boise, ldOo 1370Z ~
. . :' ';'. .." ;.. _•. 1 ...,,' • ., I .' \ I' I " ~- ; '_ l : ,'" \
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XT'S A
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OF~.
Chair Six
$50 off All Boards
20 to 30%off all Outer Wear
Is IT COLD
UNDER
THERE?
WARM GEAR
AVAILABLE:
FOUR 'SQ"UARE ~ ..__
SESSIONS
BONFIRE
FISH PAW
BURTON .
..I-DUBS
S PEe IA LB LEN D
& M"ORE!
~~,... BE SAFE:
WEA.YOUR
HELMETI .
.~~
by Jeremy Lanningham
.Linda, you'11 never believe what Ifound
on the beach ... and it has the strangest
message!
.".<1-.... '" • -.f" _ __" r. ,~ ~ ...
l~.· . _ .' _ " •
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:He!p wanted
'ATTENTION:
BSU STUDENTS
Do you need maximum
. flexibility ina, work schedule?
Does the opportunity to work
full-time during school breaks
and part-time during the school
year appeal to you?
Sturner and Klein has proudly
employed hundreds of BSU
students since 1988 and
offer top dollar to qualified
applicants. ·Casual attire okay.
'CALL FOR INTERVIEW:
.376-4480
FREE RADIO. . ..
. + $12S0!
Fundraiser open' to student
" groups & organizations. Earn
$3 - $5 per VisaiMC app. We
supplyall materials at no cost
Call for info or visit our website .
Qualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 x 65.
www.ocmconcepts.com
Cruise Ship Employment.
Workers earn up to $2000
+/month (w/tips and benefits).
World Travel! Land tour jobs up
to $5000·$7000/summer. Ask us
howl 517·336·4235 Ext. C59031
Persian (Farsi) Study. Learn.
to read, Vv:riteand speak Persian Looking for a new computer?
Language. No previous knowl· P300 MHz computer with 32MB
edge is required. Call Shahnaz at RAM'including 15" monitor f
331'0340.' or~~~ ......... ' $1,000. Call KEADA Industries
:Nannies @367·1320.
MT BIKE:Trek 850, Gray, 19i
w/accessories. Perfect for
Greenbelt or commuting. $25.00
aBO. 331-2219.
1986 Isuzu Trooper, AlC, and
4WD $3500. Call 336·4452.
, . 155 Nitro Snowboard, asking
, $60. Call 336·4452.
, Adobe So~tware: PageMaker
6.5-$100, PhotoShop 5.0-$150,
Illustrator 7.0-$50. Usfdonly
once/like new. All origioal pack-
aging, 331-2219.
•• •• ••M...M...M
STUDENTS· TAKENOTICE .
I can save you a ton of ;
money over what you are paying
now on long distance phone calls.
How does 3.9 cents a minute
sound to you!?! See for yourself
http://www.nwphonecards.com.
NEEDExtRA
MONEY?
EA~N $18.000
PARTnMEI
Sure you could use the extra .
money-who couldn't? The v,
Army Reserve can hdp you
earn more than $18,000 dur-
.ing a standard enlistment,
part time, plus some great .
benefits, with opportunities to
qwlify for even more money
.to continue your education.
You'll also be getting valuable
hands-on skill training that
. will last you a lifetime. .
Good extra money. Lots of . .
opportunities. A place to
m.akt: new friends. Give the
Army Reserve your serious
consideration.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:
(208) 375-7009 80lse
(208) 467-4441 Nampa
81 ALL YOU CANR'
ARMY RESERVE
. Save'
Yourself.
From working endless hours for
the same pay. From glass Ceilings.
From the corporate rat race. From
not knowing what your financial
future holds.
'Join Excel Communications. As
an Independent Representative with
Excel, you can own you own
business in one of the world's
fastest-growing industries and reap
the rewards of your own efforts. Irs
an excellent way to eam an extra
income with no products to
'purchase, no collections to make
and no inventory to store.
For more information on
becoming an Excel Independent
Representative or about great long
distance service, call today. '
381.Q479
or
1-888-528-6573
1_ H••
~W;!!a~§
too Excol~ stllldard, brilfed domestic .alOS.
Is your major
??? )
Do you like
.workIng with people
.coonllnatlnll multlp'e taRs
eflndlngcreative 8nd In_vatt_ soIutlo_
Consider a major In Construction Management
For more Information. drop by the ,CMdepartment
. In ET201. or call' 42&-3764
W'"orn.en~sCollege Coalit:ion
, ~. ' , :
•• •• ••..M...M...M
NANNIESWA.NTEDEast Coast,
1·800·549·21.32.
For Sale
Black lacquer waterbed
frame with floating nightstands,r--...,r~~~---flotation mattress, heater, com-
forter/bed spread, sheets, and
pillowcases included, Excel. con-
dition!! $300.00. (aI1850·1967 ,
ask for Sean.
For more info call 895·0232 Services
EXPECT THE BEST FROM A GIRL.
THAT'S WHAT YOU'LL GET.
Encourage your daughter to stand up and
be heard in school. Tell her it's okay to be
smart in front of boys. Teach her to be
ouUipoken..assertive and inventive.
For more information on hoW'to help your
daughter ..call 1_800_WCC-4-GIRLS_Or visit
us on the Internet at W'W'W'.acadernic.org.
"'1989 Ford Bronco
"'Eddie Bauer Edition
"'4x4 on-the fly
"'131,000 miles
"'Great Condition
"'$6,195.00 abo
Parking spaces and garage
for rent. 1 1/2 blocks from SUB
$25.00/month and
$80.00/month. Call 342-1147.
1989 Ford. Bronco, Eddie
Bauer Ed. 132,000 miles, black
and tan, Fully loaded, in GREAT
condition. $6195.00 aBO, Call
.')
Dream It
Build It
Make your mark
_ •• t
I
I
< .
Your search for fa
fortune ends hereJ
b._;'~
The Arbiter, Boise State University's student newspape . 'li9~rlg appli
The position requires candidates to be full-fee paying student th ~t the ti selection
holds the position. Candidates forthe position are required to ave~··· m ~ umula
of selection and throughout the term of service. . :::::J\::.¢',
The position provides a fall and spring full-fee schola f ip p~ min~mu
from June 1,1999 to May 31, 2000. '''~:-':\,f.' P"#~~\~'
Applications for the position should include~ ...C.9v~~ea~0 I~!!.e and at least t e refer-
ences. Candidates should prOVidQ.,at\~,a~t~~ewn~", sa~Je's ~tfJJj~O r t e and management of The
Arbiter for the following year. '-1:-A,<;.;~'.: P~\: ,;;,>\i~'~- 0 . .«. .... .0'''''' .
The editor should have the personal quatities antrtechnical abilities necessary to produce a competent newspaper. Technical
abilities include experience in news writing, editing and production. The editor is required to have at least one semester's expe-
rience with a student newspaper or have prior professional newspaper or publication experience. Experience in financial man-
agement is also important.'
Selection is made by the BSU Publications Board.
Applications must be submitted to Bob Evanctio~BSU Officeof News Services, E-724, 1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho
83725, no later than 5 p.m.Feb. 26. Late applications will not be accepted. For more information, contact EVc;lnchoat 426-1643
or bevanch@boisestate.edu.
i ~ .~ . .-- ~~;......,....~""""I /~ 1.
The !l~i~~,,:, :.o~eState University's student newsP;~r, is sF.~kinIi'a.'!lications lor the
POSiti5·.!,,, ,.0 ~~s~ r~manager lor %999-Z000.The position ,~eq~es can~.tes to be lull-leepayin e,f,,,~bp at the time 01 selection and througho""t the ti~e'be or she holds thepositi '~~.;~.,~~idat4 s lor the. position are. required to hav~~J!Ql'um z.zs c~mulativegrade- ..•"t·iv"'e age at the time of selection and thro .... 9U'i ~e term. 01 service.
\!' '" "1l • ~" • r ....'"
" ~. t if ••• 'l../' , 1 • "-
.> .~~;'." r vides alai. _d spring fuD-Iee ~~~~us. l . ·~!DOnthly~~!~,~~!~:rms 01 service will run Irom ~!ine %,% ,It" _;",.'. '. ZOOO. "\
App~~ 0 s lor the position should include ai~over I ' ,. least 0 letters o~.
~.-!.. . .. l ~~,~" , •.;t "..
reco ndation and at least three'relerenc,-'s. The b .' , . er, inconj~netion with
the editor, is responsible lor the administration 01 the . 01TIle Arllfter.
,.Th~accurate accounting of revenue and e.nditures, ac 0" ~ Ie, capital ~d
perso~el expenses, purchase orders.and o;ther,pertinent manciation is .tti~ .
responsi'pi~ 01 thoe.business ~er.Th~ busme$S , es ·fman~ "recasts
VIOne~~.:, . !, /
, Matte'fs,' .\' , . ,if.
se.eeti ... ·~.~e~~..Ii~tions~.A~~~...-sIll.~~~b~4to
~b EV8J.Ic:hC),~YOJ"ce.o~N~W:~:~.-vi' . .-,' "' .~"o,~Y~i"-·~ve~·:"" " ··I .... oQ7ZS,
nolatertJ.Iall$"'j~ March%9~"'te al'll. ..,...•'...' .'>""~' ,~",".-,."". ::~~-' ,/ ". .rm_do..,
contact Eyancho'at4Z6-%643·orbevanm@boisestate.edu.
